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Meet all kinds of needs of your business
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HELLO WORLD， We are COCloud！

We are a cloud integration service company founded by 

a group of engineers who are passionate about innovative 

technology! We have partners in Singapore, Taiwan, Hong 

Kong, China, and all over the world. The target customers 

are game companies, live streaming platforms, and offline 

micro-enterprises. What we provide are not only cloud 

services but more possibilities for enterprise innovation 

and motivation!
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LET YOUR IMAGINATION RUN WILD, THEN DO IT!
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LET YOUR IMAGINATION RUN WILD, THEN DO IT!

YouTube Channel CONewsSocial Media Brand Ambassador



About Us

COCloud was established in January 2020, and the Taiwan office team 

is established in December 2021, there are service bases all over Asia. 

The team has been providing services with professional technical 

experience, and employing the philosophy of the craftsman spirit to 

take care of customers’ needs as our top priority, with an 

“Expertise”, “Professional”, and “Focused” approach. 

COCloud has its R&D team, which devotes itself to the development 

of an integrated cloud management system—COBOX, and the 

planning of other products, providing the strongest IT backing for 

business.

Taiwan and Singapore are the main business operation areas of 

COCloud, local offices are providing technical support services and 

customer services in Chinese and English. 5

10+
IT Support

50+
Professional

Service Team
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4 Strengths of COCloud

All products are 

integrated into one-stop.

Lower pricing than the

original service provider.

Flexible payment methods 

support NTD/USD/USDT, 

and so on.
7/24 Concierge-like 

on-call services.



Service Features

Cost-Effectiveness

COCloud has both high-performance configurations and extremely 

market-competitive pricing to meet your business’s needs in terms 

of network performance and storage space.

Highly Integrated

We converge various cloud platforms and build the link between 

customers and different platforms while providing more reliable, 

easy-to-use cloud convergence services.

Global Wide

We provide one-stop global services which can save your time from 

comparison, syncing, and maintenance, allowing you to have more 

time developing your fullest Business!
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COCloud Products

Alibaba CloudAWS

GCP

Tencent Cloud Azure Cloud

Baishan CloudHuawei Cloud
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Precise Recommendation

Let COCloud help you with adjusting the specification and 

brand choices as we can find the solution that fits your 

business the most.

Industry

Platform

Gaming Media Retail FSI      TV Manufacture Medical



Cloud Server

COCloud provides unlimited 

computation space, and cost-

effectively analyzes your business 

data with high performance. 

DDoS Protection

COCloud provides global DDoS nodes 

and protects you against hackers, 

guaranteeing sufficient bandwidth to 

stop DDoS attacks in the first place.

CDN Acceleration

COCloud provides hybrid CDN which 

can effectively improve the 

performance in different networks. We 

dedicate to providing customers with 

better experiences with low latency.
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Virtual Workspace

All the devices can have the access to the latest version of each file at 

any time, anywhere, and modify the data without asking for help.
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Services

Google provides you with a simple and easy-to-

understand operation interface, providing functions 

required for online offices, allowing you to start your 

remote work smoothly.

The Microsoft 365 series assists you in more detailed 

document processing, and at the same time develops 

other office productivity tools, becoming the best 

support for project advancement.
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Customized System

Consists of AI algorithms attempting to 

build expert-level systems that can 

create predictions or classifications 

based on input data. Provides 

professional advice and services, 

customized project systems that best 

meet the needs of enterprises.
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Services

Other Personalized Systems

Cloud Bonus System

Remote Desktop System
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Have you ever had any of these problems?
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COCloud is your best assistant 

that can foresee your needs!How much data have I used so far? How can I optimize it?

Our team will check your current data usage and provide the most cost-effective 

price as well as integration services, payment methods, and so on, providing you 

with the most favorable plan. 

How to expand my business internationally?

2500+ global PoPs, 100Tbps+ bandwidth capacity, covering 

six continents, providing a high-speed, stable experience for 

all types of business. 

Nobody to ask when urgent IT problems pop up?

Our IT team stays on-call 24/7, ready to solve emergency cases of technical problems.

Where to start digital transformation for my business?

Choose the cloud that suits you the most and enjoy the discount of the free technical 

support fee. Launch your product accurately and speedily!



Why Choosing COCloud?
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7/24 on-call service: provide 24-hour IT support 

to solve your problems as soon as possible!

Multi-cloud integration: Lower price and better 

services than original providers, guaranteeing 

cost-effectiveness.

More than just a cloud service provider: As your 

business partner, we are considerate of your needs 

and will provide professional suggestions. 
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Our Client

Taiwan Design 

Research 

Institute

Cayenne Tech-

Gaming

FEVOLUTION-

Gaming

GODS FLAME-

Gaming

Epicloud-

Cloud Computing

TOP SCENE-

Real Estate Agency

Oh My God-

Gaming



No matter how small or how big your business is,

COCloud affirms to provide the best service and the most competitive price.

Please feel free to contact us if there is any question！

Partners

www.cocloud.com +886 -2-8751-0889      service@cocloud.com

Technology Co., Ltd.

http://www.cocloud.com
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